Water is the #1 cause of property damage.
Undetected water loss will destroy home and
property. Gizmode Water Alarms are the loudest
and most effective on the market. Don’t let
another day go by without the peace-of-mind that
        

Get Your Gizmode Water Alarms Now!

           
for immediate detection of moisture and water.

Your home is 85% more likely to be
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Water: The silent destroyer
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destroy a home and possessions. Water corrodes and rots, providing a fertile breeding ground for illness-causing bacteria and
mold, yet your home is surrounded by water every minute of every day. Hundreds of feet of pipes carry water to almost every
room inside the home and forces of nature pound the home’s exterior, while ground water can breach a home’s foundation
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The Original Water Alarm

SKU: WA01

Product Description
The Original Water Alarm is the early warning for leaky pipes, water heaters,
dishwashers, washing machines and more. Designed and introduced in 1995, it
was and still is the most effective Water leak Detector available. It’s unique design
and innovative moisture detection capabilities are unparalleled. Use the Water
Alarm to detect even the smallest amounts of moisture before mold, mildew and
serious water damage can occur. It can also be placed near bath tubs, toilets,
           
           
             
Original Water Alarm to detect leaks immediately before they have a chance to
silently rage out of control.













Incredibly loud alarm (110+ dB) can be heard in cabinets and basements for up to 72 hours
Effective - it can detect the slightest amount of moisture - no standing water required
Easy to Use - set anywhere unexpected moisture/water could occur
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Long Battery Life - new batteries recommended every 2+ years - chirps when batteries are low
Uses a standard 9-Volt battery
Remote sump/hot tub and sensor pad add-on adapters available
Can use both the SA01 and SP01 attachment sensors
Completely electronic, no moving parts to fail or wear out
2.75” H x 3” Dia.
1 year manufacturer’s warranty

www.thewateralarm.com

The Water Alarm

SKU: WA02

Product Description
The Water Alarm is the early warning for leaky pipes, water heaters, air
conditioners, dishwashers washing machines and more. Introduced as the lower
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to easily connect the SP01 Sensor Pad for multiple water leak detection areas.
Like the Original, you can use the Water Alarm-02 to detect even the smallest
amounts of moisture before mold, mildew and serious water damage can
occur. It can also be placed near bath tubs, toilets, beneath sinks and it can
         
pipes or ground water incursion. Water damage often starts with a small leak
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detect leaks before they have a chance to silently rage out of control.












Incredibly loud alarm (110+ dB) can be heard in cabinets and basements
for up to 72 hours
Effective - it can detect the slightest amount of moisture - no standing water required
Easy to Use - set anywhere unexpected moisture/water could occur
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Long Battery Life - new batteries recommended every 2+ years - chirps when batteries are low
Uses a standard 9-Volt battery
Remote sensor pad add-on adapters available
Can use the SP01 attachment sensors on both expansion ports simultaneously
Completely electronic, no moving parts to fail or wear out
1.75” H x 3.25” W x 3.25” L
1 year manufacturer’s warranty

The Water Screamer

SKU: WA03

Product Description
The Water Screamer is the LOUDEST early warning device at over 130db. Nothing
else comes close. Introduced by customer demand, it includes one expansion
port to easily connect the SP01 Sensor Pad for multiple water leak sensing areas.
Like the Original, you can use the Water Screamer to detect even the smallest
amounts of moisture. It can be placed near bath tubs, toilets, beneath sinks, or
         
leaky pipes. It is highly recommended for the mechanical room, attic, and other
remote areas where the loudest alarm is critical to detecting a water event. Those
individuals that may be hard of hearing should consider the Water Screamer
exclusively. There is no place in your home that the Water Screamer cannot be
heard. Detect those leaks EARLY and ensure that your valuables are safe.













Extra-loud SIREN (130+ dB) can be heard anywhere in the home or property for up to 72 hours
High-end commercial grade design for unprecedented reliability and protection
Effective - it can detect the slightest amount of moisture - no standing water required
Easy to Use - set anywhere problem moisture/water could occur
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Long Battery Life - new batteries recommended every 2+ years - chirps when batteries are low
Uses up to 3 standard 9-Volt batteries (1 battery = 24 hrs, 2 batteries = 48 hrs, 3 batteries = 72 hrs of continuous 130db
alarm)
Remote sump/hot tub and sensor pad add-on adapters available
Can use both the SA01 and SP01 attachment sensors
Completely electronic, no moving parts to fail or wear out
2.5” H x 4.5” Dia
1 year manufacturer’s warranty

